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l. Introduction. The subject of basic sets of polynomials was intro-
duced by J. M. WmTTAKER. For general terminology the reader should 
refer to [I] 1) and [2]. The set {p .. (z)} of polynomials is said to be basic 
if it represents any polynomial and in particular zn in a unique finite 
linear combination of the form: 
(I. I) 
where 
z" =I w,.,p,(z), 
I 
p,(z) = I Piizi 
i 
and (wu) and (pu) are the basic sets of operators and coefficients respec-
tively associated with the set {p .. {z)}. 
The set {p,.(z}} is said to be effective on !zl = R, if any function regular 
on !zl =R, can be represented in terms of {p .. (z)}. Thus, the basic set 
{p .. (z)} of polynomials is effective at the origin, if the basic series represents 
at the origin every function which is regular there. 
Let: 
(1.2) G"(R) = I jw,.,j M.(R), 
i 
where 
Write 
G(R) = lim sup,. (G,.(R))l1". 
Also, let: 
(1.3) F"(R) =max max jw,..p,(z) +wm+tPt+I(z) + ... +w,.;P;(z)j 
i.i •-.R 
and write 
F(R) =lim sup,. (F,.(R))l'"· 
It was shown by WmTTAKER [2] that the set' {p .. (z)} satisfying the 
l) The numbers in square brackets refer to the reference at the end of the paper. 
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condition lim sup,.(N ,.)1'"= I, (i.e. Cannon set) is effective at the origin if: 
(N,. is the number of terms in (l.I)) 
G(O+) = lim G(R) = 0. 
B~O 
If the set is such that lim sup .. (N ,.)11"> I, then such a set is effective 
at the origin if: 
F(O+) =lim F(R) = 0. 
B~O 
The author has used his own method [I] to determine the effectiveness 
and the domain of effectiveness, as well, of some class of basic sets of 
polynomials. For this, he introduced the constants 0, b and B defined by: 
(I.4) 0 = supd<"> (lim sup,. (O(n, d(n))l'", 
where 
and (d(n)) is a sequence of integers such that lim sup,. d(n)fn=l, 
(1.5) b =sup,<,.> lim sup,. (b(n, s(n))< .. -•< .. n-1), 
where 
and (s(n)) is a sequence of integers s~ch that lim sup .. s(n)fn=k< I, 
B = inf11<,.> (lim sup,. (B(n, g(n))<"-o<,.>>-1), 
where 
B(n, g(n)) =sup, (lwmiiPiu<">l>• 
and (g(n)) is a sequence of integers such that lim sup .. g(n)fn=k'> r. 
Here, we discuss the effectiveness of any basic set of polynomials, 
in a way, altogether different, from that, usually, used before. This 
effectiveness is determined, here, in terms of the above mentioned 
constants. 
Also, we investigate the effectiveness at the origin of the inverse and 
the product sets of !!Jimple basic sets of polynomials in an easy procedure, 
which differs from that used by EWEIDA [3]. 
We prove, in this paper, the following theorems: 
Theorem I. Let {p .. (z)} be any basic set of polynomials, then the neces-
sary conditions for such a set to be effective at the origin are : 
(i) 0 has a finite value (ii) b=O. 
Theorem 2. Let. {p .. (z)} be a simple basic set of polynomials effective 
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at the origin, then the necessary condition for the effectiveness of its inverse 
at the origin is : 
tends always to a non-zero finite limit. 
Theorem 3. Let {Pn(z)} and {qn(z)} be simple basic sets of polynomials 
effective at the origin, then the necessary condition for the product set 
{pn(z)} {qn(z)} to be effective at the origin is: 
lim I qnn jlln 
n~oo 
tends to a non-zero finite limit. 
Thus, by theorem 1, it became possible to determine the effectiveness 
of any basic set of polynomials at the origin, by a common procedure. 
By theorems 2 and 3, we find that the condition imposed, for the effec-
tiveness of the inverse sets and the product sets, is less resteictive than 
that given by EwEIDA [3] in this connection. 
2. Notation and previous results. Let (VtJ) and (q11) be the basic sets 
of operators and coefficients, respectively, associated with the set {qn(z)}, 
and (YH) and (u 11 ) the corresponding sets associated with the set { un.(z)}. 
Let {pn(z)} be the inverse set of {Pn(z)}, then the sets (Pti) and (Wtt) 
are the sets of operators and coefficients, respectively, associated with 
{Pn(z)}. 
Write {un(z)}={pn(z)}{qn(z)}, then {un(z)} is the product set of the 
sets {Pn(z)} and {qn(z)} in this order, and it is defined by: 
(2.1) 
We write, throughout, a's to represent constants. 
The author has proved, in [1], that the basic set of polynomials satis-
fying the condition 0 < 1, is effective on !z! = R, where R is such that 
b<:R<:B. 
3. We give in this section the proofs of the theorems. 
Proof of theorem 1. In view of (1.2) and (1.3), we have: 
Rrt,;::;; Fn(R),;::;; Gn(R),;::;; Dn2 ) Nn(O(n, d(n)) Rd(n) +b(n, s(n}) R•(n) + 
+B(n, g(n)) Ru(nl). 
,;::;; RY'DnNn (O(n, d(n))) Rd(n)-n+(bjR)n-s(n) +(BjR)u(n)-n). 
Since O<t' <;O<;t<oo and b=O, then on taking the n-th. root we get: 
R,;::;; F(R),;::;; G(R) ,;::;; aR, for any value of R,;::;; B, 
i.e. 
2) Dn is the degree of the polynomial of the highest degree in (1.1). 
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Hence 
F(O+) = G(O+) = 0. 
Thus the set is effective at the origin. 
Proof of theorem 2. Since the set {p .. (z)} is effective at the origin 
then, by theore_m 1, we have (i) O<,t<oo (ii) b=O. 
In view of (1.4), we have: 
* 0 = lim sup,. (I Pn i<nd jwi<nl d<nod?ln. 
Since {p .. (z)} is a simple set, then 
* 0 =lim sup,. [(lw,.,.IIPn i<nl llwi(n) din,) IIPa<n,) d(n,>l)l/n X IP,.,./Pa<nol d<nol 111"] • 
But we know that lim 1Pnnl11n is non-zero finite and n;;;,.i(n);;;,.d(n0), 
then we get: n~oo 
* 0<~02 < oo. 
Thus, the condition (i) of theorem 1 is satisfied. 
In view of (1.5), we have in a similar way: 
* ' b = lim sup,. [(I w .. ,. II Pn i(n) II wi(n) •<nodi Ps<nol S("o) j)<n-S("o)) - 1 X 
X IP jp l(n-s(noD-1] nn s(n,) s(n0) • 
Since b=O, then whether i(n) belongs to (d(n)) or (B(n)), we have: 
* * b ~ 0, i.e. b = 0. 
Thus, the condition (ii) of theorem 1, is satisfied. 
Hence, the result of the theorem follows. 
Proof of theorem 3. Let 
{un(z)} = {p .. (z)} {q,.(z)}. 
Then, we have to prove that (i) 0" is finite (ii) bu = 0. 
(i) In view of (1.4) and (2.1), we have: 
0 u = lim sup,. (I Vnm(n) II Wm(n) i(n) II Pi(n) a:(n) II q.,(n) d(n,) I )11" 
=lim sup,. [(lvnm(nd lqm(n) m(n) llwm(n) i(n>l IPi(n) m(n) llvz(n) z(nd X 
X I q.,(n) d("o) 1)11" I q.,(n) z(n)fqm(n) m(n) 111"] • 
Since n;;;,.m(n);;;,.i(n);;;,.x(n):;;.d(n0), then we have: 
Since both {p .. (z)} and {q,.(z)} are effective at the origin, then 
0" is finite. 
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(ii) In view of (1.5) and (2.1), we have m a similar way that: 
bu_ :s;; (a4 b..;; a5 bq) = 0, 
Hence, the result of the theorem follows. 
Example 
This example is given to show that the condition of theorem 3 is 
necessary. 
Consider the sets {p,.(z)} and {q .. (z)} of polynomials defined by: 
p,.(z) =a" z"+z"-1 
= a-<n+1> z" 
q.,(z) = b"+ 1 z" 
= bSn' z"+asn• zn-1 
(a and b are positive and finite) 
n odd. 
n even or 0. 
n odd or 0. 
n even. 
Although both the sets {p .. (z)} and {q .. (z)} are effective at the origin, 
yet the product set {p .. (z)} {q .. (z)}, in this order, is not effective at the 
origin because lim lq,.,.l1'" is infinite. 
n-+oo 
Moreover, the product set {q .. (z)} {p .. (z)}, in this order, is effective at 
the origin because lim lp,.,.lll" is finite. 
n-+oo 
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